
2030 – The real Story of What Happens to America (Its only 2016, so this must
be FICTION!)  
Tom Hall’s outline of 2030 was redacted to comply with the 2011 copywrite.  The author of
2030 is Albert Brooks. In mid-2012, this book was selected for the Battlement Mesa Couples
Book Club, and was also presented to the Grand Junction Progressive Group
FIRST, HOW WE GOT THERE IN 2030 – WE ARE HALF WAY THERE NOW
IN 2016!
Hostility from Young People Today in 2016 (taken from 8-4-16 Washington Post article by
Lydia DePillis):
Baby boomers are facing relative hostility from young people.  Today internet memes like the
“Scumbag Baby Boomer” and “Old Economy Steve” lambast boomers for transgressions from
failing to adopt technology, to causing the wars and recessions that millennials have weathered.
They channel resentment against an entire category of people in ways that would not be
tolerated if directed against women or people of color.
At a time when conditions have vastly improved for women, gay people, disabled people and
minorities in the workplace, prejudice against older workers remains among the most acceptable
and pervasive “isms”.  Fifty-four percent of millennials thought boomers were the “biggest
roadblocks”. Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg once said “young people are just smarter”.
Professor Michael North from New York University’s Stern School of Business was quoted:
“younger people tend to resent it when older workers don’t “get out of the way” and retire.
University of Houston Professor emeritus Andrew Achenbaum was quoted:

Proving you were passed over because of your age is devilishly difficult, and the EEOC 
has a large backlog of complaints that it hasn’t had the resources to deal with.
I wouldn’t mess around with (gender bias) if I were a university, But I’m willing to take
my chances on age discrimination, because there are so many cases that are unsolved.

Suggestions on How to Deal Today in 2016 With Hostility from Young People (taken from 8-4-
16 Washington Post article by Lydia DePillis):
“Over-50 job seekers are advised to update their wardrobes and hairstyles, purge their resumes
of positions held during the Regan administration and, above all, “show enthusiasm.” Projecting
energy is another common tip, as if lethargy kicks in only after 40”
Young People are already alienated in 2016 (taken from an Associated Press article by Laurie
Kellman and Emily Swanson appearing in the Denver Post on 8-7-16)
Just 28 percent of young adults overall say the two major parties do a good job of representing
the American people.  Two-thirds of young adults say the Republican Party does not care about
people like them.  Only 53 percent of young people say the Democratic Party cares about
people like them. Also a Washington Post article dated 8-14-16 by Philip Rucker (and others)
reported:
Millennial voters felt cut off from the current campaign, and from a political system they see as
controlled by mysterious networks, greased by money and off-limits to people like them.  They
were so disgusted with the two candidates that they have been pushed beyond disillusionment
and towards apathy.  Some young people said they are so uninspired that they’re just going to
sit this one out. Many young people said they are mistrustful and wary of both parties and
inclined to disaffiliate. “I don’t see the point of parties – just another way to divide us”. One-
quarter of younger voters said in the two Post-ABC polls that they would support a third-party



candidate.  Bernie did spark a fire with a lot of us (a 22 year old nursing student said this) We
thought “Wow, our generation is actually going to get someone who has our values and
understand that we want to see change. Then it all went away, Hillary and Trump .. It’s like
we’re reverting to the country before Obama”.
Richer Seniors, poorer Young People (based on an 8-23-16 article by Robert Frank on
CNBC.com)
Americans 65 and older grew median wealth by 67% to $211,000 between1989 and 2013.
Those under 35 saw their median wealth drop 23 percent to a mere $10,000.
Our National Debt already exceeds the GDP in 2016 (Wikipedia as of 8-29-16)
Total national debt; compared to GDP for FY 2015 was verified by GAO (calculated by the
Bureau of the Fiscal Service) to be $18,138 billion.  This was 101% of the GDP.
Regarding our National Debt in a 4-15-13 Guest Commentary by Dick Lamm, former 38  th  
Democratic Governor of Colorado, CPA, college professor and lawyer (Denver Post):
Debt is a form of economic cocaine. Nations get addicted to borrowing … Too often forgotten,
however, was that Keynes urged borrowing during bad times to stimulate the economy, but
paying back the borrowing during good times. Keynes never envisaged endless borrowing.
History does not treat kindly nations that ignore fiscal discipline.  Keynes’ dream, incorrectly
applied, can become a nightmare.
Regarding our Publicly Held Federal Debt in a 10-15-12 article (written by Ken Tysiac) in the
CPA Insider:
David Walker, CPA and U.S. Comptroller General from 1998 to 2008, went on a 16 state tour
trying to convince the public that fiscal reform was needed to ensure economic prosperity for
future generations. He quoted a Congressional Budget Office estimate that publicly held Federal
Debt as a percentage of GDP would grow to 185% by 2035.
Second, the Discussion Questions for What Is Projected in Year 2030:
Futuristic Improvements
What were some of the non-medical advancements mentioned in the book? 
Which diseases were cured, and how did that affect longevity?
Was everyone happy about the futuristic improvements?
What was the President’s opinion of this?
Did euthanasia become legal?
Were any of the medical advances due to improvements in hospital care?
Why was there resistance to surgery via robots? Was it ever accepted?
Trends in Age 55+ Communities 
What new trend arose for Age 55+ communities?
Did these communities ever change location?
Were the accommodations luxurious?
What were the amenities?
What was a typical day like for an old geezer in one of these communities?
How did seniors mingle with those from other retirement communities?
National Debt
When did the national debt match the gross domestic product?
At what point should we start to get concerned about the national debt?
Have we become complacent with having a huge national debt?
How much would the annual interest payment have to be to crowd out any new government programs?
What options would there be if the debt became so huge that foreign governments refused to loan us anymore?
Young People’s Opinion of Seniors



Were young people fond of seniors?  What was the reason?  
Were these feelings widespread?
Did young people honor seniors like the Asian societies traditionally have?
What actions were young people contemplating to solve the senior problem?
Was AARP aware of how youth felt towards seniors?
What did the concept of “generational fairness” mean?  Was this supported by politicians?
Why did seniors have more power than young people?
Generational Unrest
Did China have generational unrest?  How was it handled?  Did it work?
How was the unrest manifested?  Give several examples of the unrest.
What did AARP do to warn seniors of the unrest?
What did the Justice Department do to try to manage the problem?  What were the results and was it helpful?
What would you do?
Would you be willing to pay 5% more income tax to pay down the national debt?
If you could divert some of your social security and Medicare benefits into a guaranteed trust account that
would specifically benefit (only) your children or grandchildren in their old age, would you do it?
Would you consider making the national deficit a beneficiary, to receive your residual assets upon your demise?
Would you be willing to live in a city jointly owned by a foreign power, if it was new, modern and well-run?
Would you be willing to have a robot perform surgery if it was operated by the world’s best surgeon in another
country?
If you were a doctor, would you fight to prevent robotic surgeries, even if they were proven more effective?


